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Reagan Ur9esR.eturn to Basics in Schools
By Mark Michnovicz

Michael A. Gallego•

ALBUQUERQUE VISIT: President Ron•ld Re•g•n spe•ks to the N•tion•l PTA Wednesd•y
morning •t the Convention Center. N•tion•l PTA President M•rv Ann Leveridge (middle}, •nd
·Vice President El•lne Stlenkemeyer look on.

President Reagan told more than
1,000 delegates of the parentteacher association Wednesday to
"send a message to Washington,
and make it loud and clear."
•The president, in a 30-minute
address delivered to the National
PTA Convention meeting this week
at the Albuquerque Convention
Center, urged members to tell their
congressmen they want the basics
taught in U.S. schools and the parents put back in charge.
Reagan said he believes federal
rules, regulations and spending on
education have led ''to a dead end in
learning."
"During the 20-year period between 1960-1980, total spending on
education increased almost 600 percent. At the federal level, spending
on education increased twice as fast
as spending on defense," Reagan
said.
In the same 20-year period,
however, College Board scores have
fallen 50 points .in verbal skills and
40 points in math skills, he said.
"About 13 percent of our 17year-olds are functional illiterates.

Among minority youth, the rate is
closer to 40 percent," the president
said.
".We don't have an education
problem because we're not spending
enough," Reagan explained. "We
have an education problem because
we're not getting our money's worth
for what we spend."
The Reagan administration has
set up a bipartisan group called The
National Commision on Excellence
in Education to study the problem,
the president said.
The commission has reported that
greater emphasis on the basics will
be required for true excellence in
education, such as learning and
teaching with discipline, standards
and rewards for excellence, and
values of parental involvement and
community control.
•'To meet the demands of this
fast-changing world, we also need to
broaden our vision of education,"
he said. "Education must become
more than just the province and re. sponsibility of our schools.,.
''There remains a dark and
dangerous enemy who could paralyze our progress unless we mobilize
continued on page 7

Democrats Prescribe New·
Medicin·e ~for Education
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Three
Democratic presidential hopefuls,
viewing President Reagan as politically vulnerable on the issue of
education, promoted plans Wednesday to improve the nation's schools.
Former Vice President Walter
Mondale pushed his $14.5 billion-ayear ''fund for excellence'' for education; Sen. Ernest Hollings, DS .C., proposed $5 ,000-a-year
teacher pay raises; .and Sen. Alan·
Cranston, D-Calif., said schools
should receive financial bonuses for
improving test scores.
Reagan, meanwhile, wound up
his two-day trip to push his ideas for
educational improvements, telling
the PTA annual convention in Albuquerque, that more money is not the
answer.
"Some insist the only way to
meet this chaUenge is with one big
five-letter word: money," he said.
"Well, we could ttavel down that
road, but •.. by now, it's an old
road that leads to a dead end in
learning."
That did not stop his prospective
Democratic opponents from propos-

ing multi-million dollar programs.
''If we want good teachers, we
will have to pay for them. It is as .
simple as that," Hollings said.
Mondale proposed establishing a
"fund for excellence" that would
cost $4.5 billion a year now and
eventually reach $11 billion a year.
He said the money should be recognized as an investment, not an expenditure, as part of a "long-temt
commitment to human resource development.''
Asked about Reagan's education
program, Mondale retorted:
..Reagan offers no program at all.
He has tried to divert us with a
sideshow· on the question of standards."
Cranston offered a seven-point
education program that included
better pay for teachers, but .not the
merit pay Reagan favors. His program did not carry a price tag.
..Merit pay will not attract better
candidates into teaching in the first
place," he said. Instead Cranston
proposed rewarding good teaching
by rewarding. good schools.
contlnwd
7
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PROTEST: V•rlouallrDUIM thet dislike R•gen's policies demonstr•te outside the Convention c.nt• While ·the president 11ives his sptlflt:h inside.

Faculty Takes Cuts to Save Schedule
In an unusual move to counter
budget cut$ in the University otNew
Mexico music department, .music
faculty members have voted unani..
mously to cut their own sa1aries to .
save summer class offerings, Chairman Peter Ciurczak. announced.
. Citing promises made to public
school teachers working on master•s

degrees, department faculty members took pay cuts ranging from
$300 to more than $1 ,000 in order to
save all but two summer classes.
"We had all worked so hard on
this (Schedule), and we were just
determined to teach this summer.
We made a promise to teachers in the
fomt nf brochures and letters saying

Blaze Levels G·olden Inn
The Golden Inn, a popular nightspot 30 miles northeast of Albl)querque on New Mexico Highway 14,
burned to the ground early Wednes·
day in a blaze that sent flames shoot·
ing 25 .to 30 feet into the air.
The fire burned out of control for
more than an hour before about 30
firefighters from Bemali11o County,
Turquoise Trail and Edgewood
could subdue the blaze, which
leveled the 15,000 square-feet cin·
derblock and Wood structure.
Firefighters at the scene reported•
ly could get no closer than 50 feet
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because of the intense heat or the
blaze, which witnesses said could be
seen I.S miles away.
A spokesman for the Santa .Fe
County Sheriff's Department confirmed Wednesday that art arson htvestigatioll was begun to check into
the cause of the night-long fire.
The tavern was the target of all
arson attempt May 24 when owner
Scott Washburn discovered an
apparently defective gasoline bomb
attached to the roof while he was
working on the inn's air conditioning.

they could count on us,'' said
Ciurczak.
The university's art and theater
ans departments, also in the College
ofFine Arts, have cancelled all summer classes to keep their fall and
spring tenns intact. Music and dance
classes will be the only fine arts
offerings this summer.

INSIDE:
FASHION f!PDATE:
SeeP•ge4
ALUMNI WEEillND:
SeeP•ge1
SUMMER JAZZ:
SeeP•geB

TWO•WHEEL THRILL:
See P•ge 11
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Wire Report

Deficit Needs Correcting
Or Public Radio May Die

United Press International

Flight Countdown Begins Israel-Lebanon War Inquiry Defeated
The government of Prime Minister Mcnachem Begin
But Najah Wakim, a Lebanese parliamentarian, said
in April and Richard Smith, the . defeated opposition demands in the Israeli parliament Tuesday the radical Popular Front for the Liberation of
spaceport director, said its preparaWednesday for an oft1cial inquiry into the war in Leba- Palestine has transferred two Israeli prisoners, captured
tion for Saturday's launch had been
non, saying an investigation could demoralize the na- during the year-long Lebanon operation, from Syria to
the smoothest yet for a shuttle. The
tion.
Libya.
first five missions were carried out
The Knesset, or parliament, voted 56 to 50 against a
The move will further complicate implementation of
by t.he Columbia which flies again in
Labor Party motion for an official inquiry and defeated & the Lebanese withdrawal acGord, which was ratified
September.
second motion .by the small Shinui faction, 56 to 49, Tuesday by the Lebanese parliament.
with one abstention.
The two-hour parliament debate centered on charges
The weather was expected to be
''From an operation limited in its aims and scope, we that former Defense Minister Ariel Sharon, now a
Sally Ride, Robert Crippen, good for the 7:33a.m. EDT blastoff.
moved on to a long, continuing, bloody and purposeless minister-witho!lt-portfolio, duped the Cabinet into
Frederick Hauck, John Fabian and Emergency landing sites at Dakar,
war contrary to the wishes and decisions of the ordering the army to push deep into Lebanon and enNorman Thagard - the largest Senegal, White Sands, N.M. and
Cabinet," charged Labor Pruty leader Shimon Peres. gage Syrian forces in combat.
space crew yet - flew their three Edwards Air Force Base, Calif.,
Last week, the Knesset defeated an opposition moSharon, who had expressed support for the Qpposijets in formation over the Kennedy also anticipated good conditions.
tion
for
a
unilateral
Israeli
withdrawal
in
the
face
of
a
tion's
inquiry call, was in Paris Wednesday on a speakSpace Center and landed on the 3The space agency reported unguerrilla war of attrition in Lebanon that has led in ing tour.
mile-long runway their space shut- Us!lal interest from the public and
recent weeks to nearly daily Israeli casualties.
Begin had said the aim of the invasion was to push
tle, Challenger, will usc when it re- news media in this mission, both
Whh
Syria
barring
an
Israeli
withdrawal
by
rejecting
Palestinian
guerrillas 24 miles away from Israel's northturns June 24.
because of Ride's pioneering flight
the
U
.S.-mediated
troop
withdr11wal
accord
with
Lebaem
border.
Israeli troops, however, went much farther,
and because the sh!lttle will be landnon, Israel has sent a top Foreign Ministry official to eventually reaching Beirut.
Kennedy Space Center Test ing at the Kennedy Space Center for
Washington to discuss a partial pullback of its forces to
Director Charles Henschel reported the first time.
The Israeli military command, meanwhile, said
southern Lebanon.
Israeli troops shot and killed an unidentified man who
everything was set for the start of the
Ride and fellow mission specialist
Israel has made the withdrawal of its 30,000 troops ignored their order to halt in the Ein Hilwe Palestinian
40-hour countdown Thursday morn- Fabian will concentrate on launfrom Lebanon contingent on a simultaneous withdrawal refugee camp in southern Lebanon late Tuesday.
ing. The shuttle's cargo W!ls sealed ching two communications satellites
of Syrian and Palestine Liberation Organization forces
On Sunday, Israeli guards shot and killed a Palestiand ready to go.
and using a 50-foot mechanical arm
as
well
as
the
return
of
eight
soldiers
captured
during
the
nian
prisoner who tried to escape from the Ansar detenThe astronauts flew from their to launch and later retrieve a West
invasion last summer.
tion
camp
in south Lebanon, officials said.
home base in Houston in 2!12 hours German test satellite. Thagard is a
physician
who
will
investigate
space
the time it will take the Challenger to
.
circle the globe more than 1'12 times. sickness.
Crippen, who flew aboard the
Crippen is the commander of the first shuttle as co-pilot, and space
six-day mission.
rookie Hauck are the Challenger's
MOSCOW - Soviet leader Yuri er seven months after he took over
Challenger flew for the first time pilots.
Shchelokov headed the Ministry
of Internal Affairs until he was reThursday happens to be the 20th Andropov led a shakeup of the Com- from Brezhnev.
Internationally, however, he said . moved shortly after Andropov took
anniversary of the first flight of a munist Party Wednesday- oust1
ing
two
cronies
of
the
late
Leonid
the
party must state its case clearly, . over last November.
Medunov was
woman in space. Russia's Valentina
Tereshkova was launched June 16, Brezhnev - and warned the Soviet for ."a struggle .is going on for the first St<cretary of party in Krasnodar
1963 and circled Earth 40 times in a Union would spare no effort to stop minds and hearts of billions of peo- and was replaced in July 1981.
the West from its quest for military ple in the world."
In Shchelokov's case, the "misVostok capsule. A second Soviet superiority.
The committee ousted two Brezh- takes" were interpreted to mean
woman flew last summer.
Speaking on his 69th birthday at nev allies - Nikolai Shchelokov, either tolerance of corruption or
the closing session of the Commun- the nation's former police chief, and political differences with Andropov,
ist Party Central Committee, Andro- Sergei Medunov - for "mistakes who ran the Soviet secret police for
pov left no doubt of his hold on pow- they made in their work."
unm
15 years while Shchelokov was in
charge of the uniformed police.
The committee also named an
Andropov ally, Leningrad party
chief Grigory Romanov, to the party's secretari11t, making him one of
four
Soviet leaders who sit on both
Assertiveness Contract Group
the ruling Politburo and the secreTuesdays June 21-July 26
tariat.
The move will put Romanov, 60,
11 :30am-1 :30pm
in good position to succeed Andropov, who appeared feeble in recent
Career Explorations
appearances due to health problems
Wednesdays June 22-July 27
and is not likely to match Brezh11 :30am-1 :30pm
nev's 18-year term as party leader.
The two-day Central Committee
meeting came on the eve of a session
Facilitators: Landra White & Carol McKinney
of the Supreme Soviet, the country's
Wldnudey, June !!2
legislature, which was expected to
UNM Ortep H1ll 221 7:00pm
name a new chief of state; filling a
Or Thul'lday, June 23 . .
Cleselc Hotel Slllrllght Room 7:00pm
position left open since Brezhnev's
REGISTER
PERSON·
death.
If Andropov becomes president,
amfk.u ll IIEAITHIOU8H IAI'ID lEADiNG
he
will have taken the country's top
Call Days, EYIIIIngs or W10kinds tor Details
summer counseling hours
three positions much more quickly
than Brezhnev, who waited until
EDUCATIONAL
265•2524
9-2 Mon-Frl
CENTER
1977 to add the other jobs to the
PREMR.lllON SP£CIAUSJS Sltt£ 1931
party leadership he assumed in
1964.
"The communists are convinced
the future belongs to socialism,"
Andropov said.
"Imperialism is unable to cope
With the social consequences of the
scientific and technological revolution . . . when millions upon millions of working people are doomed
to unemployment and misery," he
said.
Andropov declared the Soviet
Union wants pcaceftll co-existence
with the West despite a "sharp in·
crease" in "aggressiveness of ultra·
reactionary forces led by U.S. imperialism. "
It requires "no few efforts, and
resources" to match the West in
nutlear weapons, he said,
But Andropov pledged: ''We
shall continue to do everything
possible to insure the security ofour
controls of anything from aCQbra to a Hamer to the
Looking for a chance to move in the fast lane?
country,
our friends and allies, and
Then check out Marine Corps Aviation. The training hottest thing fiyi", the F-18 Hornet.
will
enhance
the combat power of
See your Marme Corps Officer Selection Officer
is superb. The chaJienges are Uhique. Your ticket to
the
Soviet.
armed
forces."
fly is your college diploma and your drive to succeed. when he visits your campus or call him, at the number
Moscow does not intend to ''ex•
listed
below,
today.
If you've got what it takes, you could be at the
port revolUtion," Andtopov insisted, despite "an unprecedented
shatp¢ning of the struggle of the two
1
world social systems.''
11~L.~oneofu&.u"'
Under the new plan, Andropov
Maybe you ca ""
prornised every family will have its
own apartment. It has been esti•
mated poe in five urban dwellers Jive
The Officer Selection Team will be on campus June 20, 21 and 22. Call '766·2816 for more Information.
in communal flats.

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.The first American woman to go
into space and her four male colleagues flew to the spaceport
Wednesday for l.aunch Saturday on a
milestone mission to end with an
unprecedented landing at the Florida
base.

Leader Ousts Party Members
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TEMPORARILY EVICTED:
Men from the New Mexico Game and Fish Department sloshed around in the duck pond
for more than an hour Tuesday netting ducks untilall30 or sofeathered creatures were .
boxed and shipped to the UNM South Golf Course pond until renovations are com·
pleted Friday.
·

Washington (UPI) - Ni!tional
Public Radio has a $6.5 million deficit and "may be unable to continue
in exist~nce'' unless corrective measures are taken, according to an outside, audit of the non-commercial
network Wednesday.
The audit, ordered by NPR's new
management, showed a deficit greater than the $5.8 million projected
last rno.nth that led to program cutbacks, mass layoffs and the resignation of Frank Mankiewicz as president.
NPR has 281 member stations and
is supported primarily by government funds, and private foundation
and corporate grants. Its programs
include the award-winning news
show, All Things Considered.
The audit by the Coopers and
Lybrand accounting firm said that
NPR's net loss for the first seven
months of its 1983 fiscal yeru:, which
ends Sept. 30, was about $4.5 million, but the network faces an actual
deficit of more than $6.4 million,
counting current liabilities.
"These factors, among others . • . indicate that National Public
Radio Inc. and subsidiaries may be
unable to continue in existence,''
the report said.
The report also found scored ''deficiencies" in accounting procedures and said credit care use was

"poorly monitored."
Officials confirmed NPR has
stopped paying withholding payroll
taxes earlier this year in an effort to
cover operating expenses.
But NPR officials said at a news
conference they believe their austerity measures and hoped-for grants
and loans will pull the 13-year-old
network out of its financial crisis.
NPR 9fficials said by next year
the network will have 288 full-time
employees, down from 442 in
March, and will trim some $9 million from a budget of$26.6 million.
Gerald Strong, partner in Coopers
and Lybrand, said his company's
wan:ting that NPR's existence was
threatened was made on the assumption that corrective measures were
not taken or those initiated did not
work.
The report recommended that
NPR complete its development of
automated accounting system, improve its billing and collection procedures and implement effective
budget control policies.
He said stopping tax withholding
was "not a good decision" and the
network is paying them again.
Strong said NPR began paying the
taxes again in mid-May and now
owes the government about
$850,000.
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SUMMER WORKSHOPS

WOMEN'S

FREEINTRODUCTORYLESSON

$2fee
IN

EXTRA

l

•.PIA.
.N

u,...IJle!eW.'fheproutt.TheMarines.
11

z

FREE French· Fries

with this coapon and the Purchase .801
OA.I
of a Hamburger ($1 ..30 or more) ~::::tl
·a

a .55<: savings

0

with coupon thru 6·22·83
Frontier Rellteuent

---

0 II
I
.I

()

----------------~

2 pieces of Golden Fried Chicken
Rollt Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Meet Beverage

1.71'

Reg. S221

with coupon - Good Any Time - No Limit Open Dally
Uae our convenient drive up windows at
. at 11 :OOam
1830 Lomas NE
Other Locations
4700 Menaul NE
10015 Central NE
5231 Central SW'
11200 Montgomery. NE

2 .PANCAKES, 1 EGG,
2 STRIPS OF BACON

$1.49
Ti1111a.m. Every Morning
,GOOO THRU JUNE 22. No Coupon is needed.

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
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City Petition Seeks to Amend Charter,
Create Jobs, Reduce Military Spending

---Opinion---

---Editorial--Reagan Tap Dances
We thought we had a movie star in the White House, but litt.le did
we know we were getting a tap dancer in the bargain.
Ronald Reagan showed yet again his fancy verbal footwork in his
address to the 87th Annual PTA Convention. He finds the smoothest
ways to sidestep the heart of issues made controyersial through his
obvious disregard for public oplnion and national welfare.
Contrary to his statement last week to a Minnesota symposium in
support of that oft referred to report on excellence in education that
he "knew it would cost more {to implement the report's recommendations)," Reagan told the PTA audience that increased spending
in education is "an old road that leads to a dead-end in learning."
To one audience he totally denounces monetary fueling as a remedy for education, spouting one of his rhapsodic homilies about
teaching coming only from the hearts of parents and teachers, not
instruction manuals. But to the Minnesotans he conceded money is
part of the solution, adding, however, that state and local, not federal,
governments must pay for the education that is every American's ·
birthright.
Obviously, Reagan is trying to placate an alarmed American public,
while having no intention of exchanging his career interests for those
of the people.
Such inconsistency is suspect at best,. dishonest at worst. His be•
havior is incredulous enough to convince one that despite his statements to the contrary, the president must be considering an Oval
Office encore in 1984. That, at least, would be a generous excuse for
his duplicity.

@) WIN(iATE DEPOT ACTIVITY
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Space Field Begins New Age
As First Female Fills Flight Gap

Life & Related Subjects
Qy Dave Barry.

By Steve Shoup
If all goes well this Saturday, astrophysicist Sally Ride will become
thefirstAmerican woman to orbit the Earth, nearly 20 years to the day
after the first Soviet woman.
On the surface, this 20-year gap could be seen as a vindication of
the Soviet Union's claim of sexual equality. It is worth noting, however, that there was a 19-year gap between the flight of Valentina
Tereshkova in 1963 and the flight of the second Soviet woman in
space, Svetlana Savitskaya, last year.
This gap, as well as the attitude toward these two women, shows
continuing sexism in the Soviet space program. Despite her apparent
qualifications as a test pilot and champion skydiver (Tereshkova had
been a textile worker), Savitskaya, at the rendezvous with the Salyut 7
space station, was jokingly greeted with an apron by her male comrades.
General Georgi Beregovoy, chief df the Soviet space program, said
of Savitskaya's flight, "Doctors are eager to check ••• how well a
representative of the weaker sex conducts herself in stress situations
{italics mine)." So much for Soviet equality.

After our nationalistic flirtation with lunar exploration a dozen
years ago, I hope the inclusion of women and minorities (the first
black American astronaut, James Bluford, will fly later this year) in
space flights marks the real beginning of the Space Age which will
benefit all of humanity.

Your clothes are a very important part of your image. If you don't
believe me, just go to a job interview naked. Oh, you might get hired,
but you'll never get promoted to headquarters. Your boss will say,
"Norm, you're a good .worker, but frankly I can't promote you to
headquarters on account of headquarters is in Minnesota and this is
February and you're naked."
So you need clothes, but not just any clothes, because fashions
change. For example, as recently as 3.2 million years ago, all your
really successful business executives wore reeking, lice-infested
animal hides. Today, of course, very few successful businessmen
outside of the advertising industry wear reeking, lice-infested hides,
which just goes to show that if you want to ge~ ahead, you have to
know the rules of proper dress:
RULE NUMBER 1: Women are allowed to show their armpits, but
men are not.
This is why you never see really successful males- secretaries of
commmerce, Teamsters Union presidents- wearing strapless
gowns. Women can wear all kinds of semi-nonexistent upper-body
garments that result in frequent flashes of the glandular regions, and
everybody thinks it's fine, even sexy, unless the woman in question
has arms the size of boa constrictors that have recently ingested adult
goats. But when men wear armpit-revealing clothing, they immediately appear to have lost at least 75 IQ points.
If Albert Einstein had been wearing a tank top when he announced
that E equals MC squared, the other scientists would have said, "Sure
it does, AI." Then they would have patted him on his frizzy head and
sent him out for coffee, and mankind would never have learned the
secrets of the atom, secrets that will some day make it possible .for
even the poorest and most backward of the world's wretched little
dirtball nations to vaporize Houston. My point is we should all be
grateful that Einstein had the good taste to keep his armpits to himself.
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RULE NUMBER 2: Men who hold responsible business positions
that involve going to meetings and signing things must wear conservative suits in colors designated as acceptable in dress-forsuccess books written by recognized clothing snots.
. As of this writing, the acceptable colors are blue and gray. Techmeally, you c~n also wear a green suit, or a plaid suit, but only if·you
want to be m1staken for a worm rancher on his way to a funeral.
If you want to be a successful businessman, you must also wear
long-sleeved shirts, ties and leather shoes, because thes.e things are
extremely uncomfortable. This is what makes American business so
efficient. A business man in an undeveloped country goes to work in
con:'fortable, loose fitting clothing, and by noon he's so rel(lxed he
dec1desto ta~ethe rest of the day Off to go home and groom the yak.
But an Amencan businessman sits there in his restrictive dress-forsuccess outfit, getting more and more tense, until at about 3 p.m. an
enormous wave of hostility sweeps over him and, without even
realizing what he's doing, he lays off every employee in Ohio.
R.ULE NUMBER 3: Women who want to be taken seriously in
busmess should dress like miniature men, but they should not Go Too
Far.
The dress-for-success books are very strict on this point. You
women are allowed to wear suit jackets, but you must not wear suit
pants, because the men would worry about what would happen if you
suddenly had a .baby.or something. You may carry a briefcase, but it
m~st be a smalltsh bnefcase, not large enough to contain a masculine
ObJ~ct such as a wrench or a catcher's mitt. You may even wear a tie,
but tt ":lus.t be a cute lit!le feminine thing, so the men will know you're
Just K1ddmg. The bas1c strategy is that you want to show the men
you're ser!ous enough about business to wear stupid clothing, but
n~t so se,r1ous that you expect to be promoted or paid well or anythmg, Th1s may seem unfatr, but remember, men have their cross to
bear, too. They can't show their armpits.

@SANTA FE

(STANDBY STATUS)

Hides No Longer Vogue,
Except for Ad Executives

--Commentary--

This is not to say that there hasn't been gross sexism in the U.S.
space program- the 20-year gap bears this out. In his book Carryfng
the Fire, astronaut Michael Collins says the astronaut selection board
in 1966 "breathed a sigh of relief that there were no women, because
Women made problems." Collins cites problems with plumbing and
privacy in a spacecraft and says, "It was better to stick with the men."
Clearly, the ability to urinate easily in space was considered the "right
stuff" until now.

By R11bin Anderson
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MIUTARIZED NEW MEXICO: More than 16,000 U.S. military

Lecture Under The Stars
The University of New Mexico
Summer1983
. 8:00p.m.
Jun• 20

Central Mall
(lfrheweatherls inclement, the lecture will be moved
torheKivo)

Jun• 27

Engineer, Scientist, Russian Linguist
Courtesy of Sandia laboratories

Terradynamlcs
Central Mall
(If weather is inclement, the lecture
will be moved to the Ballroom of
the New Mexico Student Union Building)

Lucl Tapahonso
Recipient of the 1953 UNM English Department
Creative Writing Fellowship
Poetry Reading from her latest work

Seosonol Woman
Will include viewing of
'The Chaco Phenomenon'' exhibit at Maxwell Museum
Area nexr to Maxwell Museum of Anthropology
(at the corner of UniversitY Blvd. and Ash, NE
If rhe weorher Is inclement, the reading
will be moved into the museum.)

Jul•s Grad
Central Moll
(If the weorher Is inclement the lecture
will be moved to the Ballroom of the
New Mexico Student Union Building)
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The Jobs with Peace memorials
Pratt put before the state Legislature
in 19.82 and 19.83 were both defeated.
"The impetus began three years
ago when I began to see miljtary
spending was taking away jobs and
services," says Pratt. "Now federal
cutbacks are making it impossible
for states and cities to meet their
obligations.''
The Jobs with Peace group claims

military spending costs jobs. Figures from the B!!reau of Labor Smtistics show that when $1 billion is
spent on the military it creates
75,710 jobs, compared to the
1.87,299 jobs it would in education.
Coilversion, says the peace
group, would mean the re-tooling of
militPry facilities and gearing society towards producing humllll and
material resources instead of what
they tcr'm ''inflation-producing
dead-end military goods."
"We don't want to put the military out of business." Jane Ann Deshler of PIRG says.
The P!RG group will be in or
arou1_1d the St1.1dent Union for at least
another week with petitions and voter registration. The petition drive
ends Aug. 26.

Big River Corp. presents
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David Grisman Quartet
Saturday, June 25th, 8 PM
Paolo Soleri Outdoor Theater

Joan Armatrading Band
• Special Guest

David Bromberg Quartet
Wednesday, June 29th, 8 PM
Paolo Soleri Outdoor Theater

Kenny Loggins
Tuesday, July 12th, 8 PM
Paolo Soleri Outdoor Theater

Pat Metheny Group
Wednesday, July 20th, 8 PM
Paolo Soleri Outdoor Theater

PeterTosh

Tuesday, July 19th, 8PM
Paolo Soleri Outdoor Theater

Journalist, Foreign Correspondent
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Unlver~ity year, ~eakly during doSed and .finalsweeks and weekly dLJririg the summer session,

NE!Ws Editor,, •••• , .••••. Dennis Jlohlman
Copy Editor •••.•....•..... Patricia Gab belt

Orlando Rom•ro

The Magic of Mountain Villages
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Dcpartmenl of Defense

personnel are. stationed in New Mexico at 10 installations
funded by more than $2 billion In tax dollars. Some local
groups would like to see this figure reduced and the savings
rea/located toward socilll programs.

NfW M l X I C o - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

381400

0

Albuquerque residents will be
able to vote on the issue of military
spending locally if a petition drive
startcdl11st week by aloc111 citizens
group succeeds.
Jobs with Peace, which includes
the New Mexico P!!blic Interest
Group on the University of New
Mexico campus, wants to place an
initiative on the October ballot that
would amend the city charter,. and
call for City Council to petition Congress to reduce military spending.
The group wants the extra funds
used to create new jobs and social
programs. More than 11 ,500 signatures are needed for the initi11tive to
be placed on the ballot.
The ch11rter 11mendrnent reads,
''The council shall take whatever
actions life necessary to promote a
policy of increased jobs and social
programs through reductions in
military spending ••. These policies will provide a healthy economy,
true national security and Jobs with
Peace.''
Since 1978, Jobs with Peace referendums have passed in 78 of 79
cities where they have been on the
ballot, says the citizens group,
The amendment also calls for the
city to prepare a plan "for the conversion of those military facilities
affected by reductions in military
spending to peacful uses, with the
conversion intended to result in

more jobs, and not intended to reduce military pay or veterans' benefits.''
"We're t~lking nbout converting
and expanding,'' Rep. Judith Pratt
says. "Scientists and engineers
could work on something different
than weapons.''

ba'ici Entry •• -~ .. H, . . . . . . . . . . . Steve Shoup

Production Manager .• , ••••.• scott Wilson
iec.ht'lieal Adviser •...•• , .Craig C'lirlssinger
Business Manager .••• , , •.. Emily Jackson

July 25

Sarah W4tddl"tfon

Director ofTexos Office ofSrote-f'ederoll\elotions
In Washington, D. C., AMtsrant to President Carter,
Lowyer, MembetoftheTexosleglsloture, General
Counsel to the Unlteci,Stotes Deportment of P~gnc!JIIrur·ei

An Evening with Sarah Weddington
Central Moll
Of the wearher Is Inclement the lecture
will be moved to the Ballroom of the
New Mexico Student Union Building)
The ledures ore to be held ot 8 p.m. There Is no admiSSion cHarge, and the generol
public Is cordloliy Invited. .
Coordinated by.the Sllldent Activities Center. o division of the Dean of StUdentS Offlce.

Member, New Mexioo Press Association

•

Paolo Soleri Outdoor Theater is
located on the Santa Fe Indian

High School Campus on Cerillos Rood.

Tickets availoble atoll GiantTicketCenters:
The General Stores in Albuquetqt.Je and Santa Fe
Record Bar in Coronado Center
The New Wild west Music
S.U.B. Box Office at U.N.M.
In Santa Fe at:
Candymon
Moon Mauntorn Sound
Mus1c 'N More
Boogie & Bach
J1m Monn1ng rn La Fondd
and ih Taos at
QuePasa
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Alumni Extends Reach

Albuquerqueans Organize
Disarmament Rally, Week
By Denise Rcsta
The June Disarmament Coalition,
AlbuqL!Crquc,bascd group or
citizens opposed to the deployment
of nuclear weapons, has planned a
series of speeches and ruUies this
week cui rnim1ting Monduy in a nonviolent "human blockade" at the
gutcs of Kirtland Air Force Base.
In conjunction with the coalition's activities, anti-war activist
Philip Berrigan will lecture at 7:30
p.m. Saturday in Woodward Hall.
Berrigan is also a featured speaker at
a rally to be held at 3 p.m. Sunday at
McClellan Park.
till

The coalition's blockade Monday
at Kirtland coincides with other antinuclear weapons deployment activities to be held throughout the world.
The coalition chose Kirthmd as the
site of its rally because it is a
strategic "nerve center" of arms
production, as well as New Mexicd" s largest employer.

By Tobey A. Cordova

Activities for Disarmament Week:
Today: Poetry reading at Kirtland
Peace Camp, one-half mile
southeast of Eubank and
Central boulevards.
Friday, 8 p.m.: "Depression
Night" at Plumbers Hall, 501 San
Pedro S.E.
Saturday, lO p.m.: Civil disobedience training session at the
Peace Camp.
noon-4 p.m.: The Day rhe
Earrh Caught
Fire showing
at the Baptist Community
Center,. 1020 Edith S.E.,
dealing with U.S.
militar·
ism and nuclear war.
7:30p.m.: Lecture by Phi·
lip Berrigan l;lt Woodward.
Hall, UNM.

Helen Vozcnilek of the coalition
said that by blocking the gates of the
airbase, the group will "call atten·
tion to the role that Kirtland plays in
the nuclear arms .race.''

Sunday, noon: Car caravan from
Peace Camp to Tigucx Park,
Mountain Road and Old
Town Boulevard N. W.
I p.m.: Parade leaving
from Tiguex Park to McClellan
Park, 4th and Marble N.W.
3 p.m.: Picnic and Rally for
Peace,

"We hope to interrupt 'business
as usual' ... and to call attention to
what's going on there," she said.

Monday: Non-violent civil disobedience at the gates of
Kirtland.

HARRY'S GOES HOLLYWOOD: Traffic on Central Avenue was stopped and lunch
crowds turned away while Harry's restaurant was the scene for the new TV movie Lady
in Blue.

NBC Films Movie, Uses Locals
By Steve Shoup

Melody Anderson plays the policewoman, and Ed
Marinaro, a regular on th~ NBC television show Hill
Albuquerque residents might have been surprised Street Blues, co-stars.
by a number of unfamiliar-looking police officers on
Moonlight Productions of Los. Angeles is doing the
the streets this week. The officers are actors, part of a filming and has hired more than 60 local people as
90-membcr production company filming Lady in extras.
Blue, a made-for-televison movie to be seen on NBC
One scene, shot in front of the 'KiMo Theater,
this fall.
showed the policewoman meeting a high school friend
The movie, set in a small Midwestern town, is about who had become a prostitute.
a policewoman who poses in a Pla)•boy-type magazine
Shot at the comer of Yale and Central boulevards,
and fights against sexist attitudes in the police depart- another scene involved the policewoman trying to
ment.
explain to her son why she had posed for the magazine.

• EXAMINATIONS
• CONTACT LENSES
• EYEGLASSES

2918 Central SE

Are You Losing Your Hair?

EYE DOCTOR
SERVICE
"Open Saturdays"
Call and
Compare
Our Prices

265-3828
4304 LOMAS, NE

Lomas Blvd. at Washington

Close to UNM

The University ofNew Mexico, DepartmentofMedicine, Division ofDermatology is studying effectiveness ofa topical solution called monoxidil to determine its
effectiveness in growing hair. We are seeking 100 participants in this study with
male pattern or common baldness. The pattern of hair loss must include hair loss
in the front of the scalp and some hair loss on the back, middle of the scalp (see
photo). Patients must be available for one full year for monthly follow-up visits,
must be between the ages of 18 & 49. For more information, please call277-6770
between 2 & 6 p.m. This phone will not be answered or manned at other hours.

Reorganization plans, a statistical
presentation on University of New
Mexico students and a seminar on
U.S.-Mexico relations were high.
lights of the Alumni Association
Council and board ofdirectors meeting last week on the University
campus,
The association's board of directors reduced the board from 118
members to 83, said Jim Cooney,
alumni director. Forty-one members
were cut from the board and six were
added, he said.
The Alumni Council was also re·
duced through changes in the association's byl!lws, Cooney said. The
number of members elected each
year for a three-year term will be
steadily decreased. The cuts will
continue until there are 18 members
in 1985.
Cooney said the reorganization
was planned to get more membership involvem(lnt. He hopes the
reduced size will help communication and aid implementation of
ideas.
Because more than 30,000 alumni
live outside New Mexico, Cooney
and Steve Ross, assistant director
and a former Albuquerque YMCA
director, are organizing chapters in
Carlsbad/Artesia, Espanola, Farmington, Gallup, Hobbs/Lovington,

Los Alamos and Roswell. By the high school curriculum will help
end of this month they plan to orga- acl!demic success at the college
nize chapters in Las Cruces, Raton,
level.
Colorado Springs, Denver and Snn
''We believe stiffened high
Diego.
school curricul urn will serve well
Richard H. Cady, director of In- · any college-bound student, whether
stiMional Research at UNM, pre- headed for UNM or elsewhere," he
said.
sented Statistics on today's UNM
students. Cady's sfudy focused on
A foreign relations seminar was
factors affecting past and present en- als0 part of the program. The semi·
rollment:
nar was moderated by Gilbert
Because New Mexico's per capita Merkx, director of the Latin Amer·
income has increased from $3,072 ican Institute. lie pointed out the
to $7,878 between 1970 and 1980, little research being done in Mexico
enrollment has also increased, he on the labor force issue. In the Un·
said.
ited States the issue appears more
complex.
"Per capita income is directly re"It. seems very dear that small
lated to the rate of enrollment,'' said businessmen favor undocumented
Cady. Although enrollment is grow- immigrants. Many depend upon
ing, he said, growth is slow.
cheap, unskilled Mexican labor,"
Cady also said changes in age, sex he said, "Big business seems uninand career choices are significant.
terested in this source of labor be"Most student groups are getting cause of its relationship with the
older. Last year half of the students American labor unions," he added.
were older than 24.3 years."
Mexico profits from the immigraAlso significant is the growth in tion because most of the money
the female student population from made here is sent back to their fami27 percent in 1955 to 52 percent in lies in Mexico. Also, those who
1982.
come here leave the Mexican labor
Another area studied was stren- force, thereby reducing its unemghtened admission requirements ployment problem, Merkx said.
prompted by declining admission
"I clearly believe a number of
test scores, high enrollment in basic Americans and Mexicans feel this
skills courses, increasing probation should be treated as a special issue,''
and academic suspension.
said Merkx, ''but both governments
Cady pointed out that tougher are using a hands-off policy."

continued from page 1

to defeat him," Reagan said.
"Together, we must eliminate the
specter of drug and alcohol abuse
that poisons the minds and bodies of
America's next generation."

"Let us resolve today," the president said, "the United States will
not only reverse its decline in College Board scores, we will raise verbal and math scores at least by 50
points, and do it within the next decade."
The president also said merit pay
increases to attract and keep the best
people in the teaching profession are
long overdue.
"Teachers should be paid and

Office hours dally 9am to 9pm
Phone today for an appointment
STUDENT SPECIAL WITH TH!S AD

James D. Satterlee, an assistant professor of chemistry at UNM, has
received one of 88 researqh fellowships awarded th;s year by the Alfred P.
Sloan Foundation. Satterlee, the second New Mexican ever to receive a Sloan
Foundation fellowship, int~nds to use the funding to support his research into
the process of cellular respiration.

Zoological Group Plans Fu.ndraiser
By Mark Michnovicz

"S!!turday Night Wild", a fundraiser for the New Mexico Zoological
Society, will be held Saturday at the Rio Grande Zoo.
The society hopes to raise enough money to buy a female orangutan for
Andy, the zoo's male orangutan, said coordinator Nori Moolenijzer.
A number of activities are planned for the 6 to 10 p.m. event, including
for their children's college educacake
walks, games, folk dancers, belly dancers, music and clowns, Moolenition. He said his administration
. jzer said.
wants to help parents save up to
$1 ,000 a year per child, with no tax
Admission is $3 for adults, $2 for those 65 and older and $1 for children
on the interest.
under 12.

promoted on the basis of their merit
and competence with real rewards
for excellence. Salary, promotion,
tenure and retention decisions
should be tied to an effective evaluation system that includes peer review so that superior teachers can be
rewarded, average ones encouraged
and poor ones either improved or
terminated," Reagan said.

"If we .evaluate people in other
professions, and rew11rd them for superior results, why should our
schools be different?" he asked.
Reagan also spoke of proposed
education savings accounts to help
hard-working families save money

continued from page 1
''What makes good schools is not
the random efforts of individuals
working in isolation, but a coordinated striving for excellence," Cranston told a news conference.
"Schools that demonstrate educational gains - such as improving
student test scores - should receive financial bonuses."
Hollings pushed a $14 billion
program that would include giving
classroom teachers a $5,000 raise
while granting inner-city instructors
$10,000 more each year.

Serving Ou.-tar-pound Ch•broilad Burgersl
Our 1/.. lb. charbroiled burgers start .or $1.35
and our '41b. charbroiled cheeseburgers at $1.45.

i{

..,:

It's Important to you & your buisiness and today you call on scientific methods to insure your success. Now put science to work f<ir
you, PERSONALLY... with use of specially developjld psychological evaluations and your personal preference data to find YOUR
other half. Call today for FREE personality profile.

~

Stanley Morain has been named chairperso11 of the UNM geography
department, replacing Rodman Snead, who resigned at the end of the spring
semester. Morain is also director of the UNM Technoiogy Application
Center, where he has worked on the evaluation of natural resources through
remote sensing techniques, including aerial imd satellite photography. Snead
will remain in the geography department as a full-time professor, and is
looking into the possibility of a faculty exchange with a professor fNm New
Zealand in January.

Reagan-------------------------

COMPATIBILITY•••
COUPLES OF NEW MEXICO INC.
6020 Constitution NE •. Suite 4
Alb., N.M. 87110
(505) 256-3535
LET'S JOIN HANDS

Dr. Jeremy Sabloff, chairperson of the University of New Mexico anthropology department and a recognized expert on the Mayan civilization, has
been elected a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science. Sabloff was one of 296 individuals elected tc fellow status at the
association's annual meeting held recently in Detroit. Fellow status is granted
only to individuals whose efforts on behalf of the advancement of science or
its applications are scientifically or socially distinguished.

+
+
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If you're thinking about o thick, juicy
charbroiled cheeseburger mode With
o-quorter pound of
·
100% pure beef,. garnished
with plenty of letfuce,
tomato, red onion,
pickles, special dressing
and American cheese,
topped with a sesame
seed bun and delivered
In o bed of hot crispy
French Fries-you're
thinking about our
own Burger Basket.
We use the best
Ingredients we con
find and put them
together fresh for
you at a very tasty
price- $1.79.

Dask.t Sp.clals
We're offering a different
Burger Special
each day. We'll start
with the SClme quarter pound
of leon 100% charbroiled beef.

Then we'll odd the Special of the Day,
serve it up on a Salt Water French
Hard Roll, garnish With lots of
freshlenuce, tomato and sweet
ted onions and nestle it in hot
kitchen fries and crispy
onion rings. All
for the special low
price of $1.89.
Here's the menu of
Doily Specials:
Monday
Swiss Cheese Burger
with Bacon
Tu•sdoy
Cheese Burger with
Hot Green' chili
WtHin•aday
f\llonr·ere~v Ctieese Burger
with
Onions
ThuiSdoy
Cheese Burger with
Chllf Con Corne
Frldoy
Pizzo Burger
Try the Daily Burger Basket Specials
at the Sidewalk Cafe. you'll find Tastetempting variations you can enjoy every day
at unbeatably law prices. It's all here
at the New Mexico Union: the Best Food,
the Best Selection, the Best Prices.

New Mexico Union Food service
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.Arts

Arts
Summer Jazz Heats Up
Madrid, NM This Sunday

Gamma Rays Shine

By Johanna King
The New Mexico Jazz Workshop
kicks off its eighth annual Summer
Jazz Series at 2 p.m. S1.1nday at the
Madrid Ball Park,
The series, Which has won nationall recognition, features local jazz
and blues bands. According to series
director Mike Mamber it's a chance
for these groups to get exposure and
experience .
Optimistic about this year's
series, Mamber said because of the
enthusiastic response the series has
received in past years, it has been
expanded to five days and should be
better than ever.
The Jazz Workshop, a non-profit
organization, uses funds made from
the summer series to finance their
winter series.

DAVID GRISMAN QUARTET

Innovative Mandolin Artist to Appear in Santa Fe
his music captures the excitement of release Mondo Mando," roughly
rock and roll, the improvisational translated as "world of mandolin."
interplay of jazz, the precision of The album, produced and arranged
classical music and the spontaneity by Grisman, brings together all the
of bluegrass, creating a unique, elements of his renowned composiliberal sound.
tional and instrumental skills as well
as adding some new stylistic deGrisman is promoting his latest velopments.

Innovative mandolin artist David
Grisman will appear at the Paolo
Soleri in Santa Fe on Saturday, June
25.
Grisman has been praised for his
virtuoso act of creativity. Freed
from the traditional bluegrass role,

Sunday '.s show will feature four
local jazz groups: Savant, an electric
fusion band; the Bob Lah Quartet, a
main strain group; Smokin • Section,
a vocal and inst(umental group
featuring Kathy Guttierez; and the
Martian Funk Ensemble, a modem
jazz band.
·The next day of the series, July 3,
will feature: the Brian Dorr Duo,

with an emphasis on the stick (an
instrument that imitates other instruments); SITP, a salsa band; and a
rare perforrnl!nce by the New Mexico Jazz Composers' Orchestra
featuring Albuquerque's top jl!ZZ
musicians.
July 17 is Blues Day, featuring
performances by the Vipers, Jump
Street, the Ch<!rlie Summons B11.1es
Band and Laney McDonald and His
Swingin' Crew.
August 7 will feature: Catfish,
with an emphasis on aco1.1stics and
strings; Crescent, an electric ji!ZZ
group; Hari Hamilton and the World
Banned, a well-renowned local jazz
band; and Frank Chewiwie and his
Latin Jazz Band.
The final day of the series, August
21, will feature: Alma, a popular
local group; Govinda; the Albuquerque Jazz Orchestra, another group of
top local jazz musicians; and Doo
Bop, a five-person vocal group.
All concerts are held from 2 - 7
p.m. Tickets are $4.50 for adults,.
$2.50 for children and are available
at the gate, The Madrid Ball Park is
located on North Highway 14, between Albuquerque and Santa Fe.

Student Prince Has Broadway Caliber Moments
because her chamctcr is nicely balanced by some believable panache.
Her singing voice is lovely, her
movements fluid and graceful.
But Streit gives the most outstanding performance of the
everting.
Undoubtedly one of the most
talented people ever to grace
ACLOA 's stage, Streit's sensational
tenor voice, his realtalentas an actor
and his gorgeous looks (you thought
Tom Selleck was good looking!),
combine dazzlingly to prove just
what a remarkable performer he is in

By Jenny Williamson
At moments during the Albuquerque Civic Light Opera'$
(ACLOA's) production of The Srutlem Prince, I was certain I had
stumbled into a Broadway show of
the highest caliber.
ances by the show's romantic leads,
Prince Karl Franz (Kurt Streit) and
Kathie (Jeanne Mouchette).

Nevertheless, there were also moments that brought me rapidly back
to reality.

Moucheue is well suited to the
character of. Kathie, not only because of her fragile beauty, but also

The wonderful moments were the
result of the outstanding perform-

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers
Faat, FIN Dtllvery

Central
262·1662
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good either.
The attempts at comedy seemed
out of place and clumsy. Instead of
being funny, they were just silly and
embarrassing.
The musical numbers, however,
revealed a good blend of strong
voices in the cast and fun choreog(aphy, while conductor Patrick Robinson made the orchestra sound tight
·
and professional.
Though often ACLOA's clothes
have looked cheap and polyester,
attention to detail was evident in
these costumes. This time they
seemed more authentic than in past
productions.
Also, as usual, ACLOA's sets
and lighting design were outstanding.
Despite weaknesses in direction,
the show is not to be missed, if only
to witness Moucheite and Streit's
electric. performances.
Performances are scheduled for
June 17,18, 24artd25at8:15p.m.
and June 19 at 2:15p.m. For more
information call the Popejoy Hall
Box Office at 277-3121.

CLASSROOM SESSION*FIELD SESSION

Sleeper
June 6 & 17
7:00 & 9:30

an exciting and flawless performance.
The operetta is set in Germany's
Black Forest where Karl, taken
away from his princely duties and an
arranged marriage to his cousin,
lands in the midst of life as a •'typical" college student.
He falls in love with Kathie, a
barmaid, before he is called away
from the warmth of .student life to
assume the duties of his dying
grandfather, the king.
Act II opens two years later with
Karl sadly anticipating his impending marriage to his cousin, Princess
Margaret, played by Melinda Snodgrass.
Unable to go through with the
arranged marriage without first
seeing Kathie, he heads for Heidel·
berg where he must choose between
love andduty.
With the exceptions of Gary Bearly as Lutz (Karl's valet), and the
grand duchess, played by UNM English Department Office Manager
Katy Martin, the entire supporting
cast was not bad, but not especially

June 18 & 19

7:00 & 9:30 (and 11 :30 ...cu •• ~

$1.50
$1.50 off any 16" pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires 6-30-83

·

Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central SE
262-1682
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$.75
$. 75 off any size pizza.
One COUPOn per pizza.
;xpires 6-30-83

Fast, Frae Delivery
3920 Central SE
262·1662

••

***LEARN The Silva 1-2·3- System
***LEARN About Maps And How To Read Them
***LEARN Basic Compass Navigation
"'*"'LEARN How To Tell Distance Traveled By Pace
And Time Method
***LEARN How NOT To Get lost But What To
Do If You Are
***LEARN How To Pte-plan Your Next Backpacking,
Canoeing Or Fishing Trip Right From Your
Kitchen Table

Blu~ Thunder- Cinema EBSt: 12:30, 2:40, 4:SO,
7 and 9:15. Also shQwing at Wyoming: 12:20,
2:40, S, 7:20 a_nd 9:40.
A /l(zy. and HI$ DogLos Altos -1:15, 3:15,
5:15, 7:15and9:l5.
B.rtathlt.ss- COfODado; J, J, S~IS, 1;40 lind
9:4(1.. Also showmg at Los Altos: 1, 3, s, 7 and

Joan A_nnatradlny: will be fn Santa Fe at the '
Paplo Soleri June 29. 'Tickets arc: Sl4.tO and _are
availab!eul Giant Ticket OtHiets.

9.,

Da""" of lht Dead- Wyoming: Shows Friday
and S!lt~rday at midnight.
Fast Time$ at Ridgemont High - M Plaza:
Friday and Saturday at midnight.
Flt:._ca"aldo/Burdtn of Drtams- Don Pan·
cho's: Wednesday- 7 (Fft:carraldo) and 9:45
(Burden).

FltiShdance- CorOnado: I:JS, J:IS, 5:15; 7:40

and9.;40~

Gmocldt- Don Pancho'u Sunday- 2:15, 4,

5:45 7:30 and 9:15; Monday-Tuesday- 7:30
and9:15,
HtT/'1 Anttls Foreyer- Hiland: J:30, 3:30,
5:30, 7:30and9:JO.
l.a Ott• Aux Follts/U. Cogt Aut Follts
II- Don Pancho's: Friday - 7:30 (/)and 9:30
(II); Saturday3:30, 7:30 (/)and 5:30,9:30 ().
L~d Zlpplfn: Tilt Song _Rtmalns lht
&m•- Wyoming: Shows Friday and Saturday
atmidnighl-.
M1211 Willi TwoBralnl- Far North: J;4j:; 3:4S,
5:45,7:45 and9:45,
•
Tilt Nlthl qf tht Shoot/nx Stars- Oulld:
Monday·Frlday- 7:1.$ and 9:15; Saturday and
Sunday- 3:15, S:IS, 7:15 and 9:15.
Octopuss)l- Coronado: 12:lS, 2:30, 4:45, 7:30
and 9:45. Also showing at FarNonh: 1:30, 4:20,
7:05 and 9:41!.
An Ofll,.,anda Gttotltnran- Lobo.
Ont FlnvOvtr Th~ Cuckoo'sNtstl'l'ht Postman
A/H'tl,p Rln11 Twice- Dan Pancho's: Thure
sday -7 (One Flew) and 9:30(/'os/man).
/'Ink Floyd: Tilt WiJ/1- M Plaza: Friday and
Saturday at midnight.
l'yscho II- Winrock: 2, 4:30, 7 and 9:30, Al5o
shoWing at Far Nonh: 12:30, 2:45, 5:05, 7:20
and9:35,
Raldm oftht Lost Ark/Star Tnk 11- East·
dale: 1:30, 3:30 (Raldtrs) and3:40, 9:40(Siar).
R«um of the led/- Louisiana: 11, 1:35, 4:15,
7,9:40, J2:JO.
Sl<eper- SUB Union Theater: Thursday lllld
Friday - 7 and 9:30,
lewardtmes,- F.-r Nonh: 1, 3, S~ 7 and 9. Abo
showing a« LosAltos.
Supum~Jt~//1- Cinema East~J~4SJ 4:15,7 and
9:30. Also Showing at Louisfana4
1".:rps- SUB Onion Til eater: Saturday- 1,
9!30 and II; Sunday- 7 and 9:3n.
Ttndtr MNCits- Loi.lisiana; 1~!5. 3:15, 5:15,
7:15 and 9:15.
Tl'tldJn, Plaets- ·coronado: 1. 3;10, 5:15,7:35
and9:50. Al5osbowinaat M Plaza: 1, 3!10, 5:20,
7!30 and 9:40.

Alexandria Kins

GAMMA RAYS SHINE: Susan Lunt (as Tilly} explains the
effect of Co/bolt 60, a type of radiation, during the play The
Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds at
the Vortex Theater.
By Eddie Tafoya

The effect of Gamma Rays Oil
Man-lit-Tire-Moon Marigolds, now

and workings of the atom, preferring
to deal with quantum physics rather
than her mother's nagging; with
gamma rays rather than her school's
social one-upmanship.
Though all the actors are superb,
Susan Lunt in the main role stands
out. There is fire in her eyes; the eyes
alone tell you she is a dreamer, a
searcher and a doer thirsting for
knowledge the way others her age
search for attention and respect.

being performed at the Vortex
Theatre, ·is a poignant tale about
genius and hope growing out of despair and madness.
Because the Vortex actors bring
their characters into a vivid reality,
the analogy between plants and people comes through loud and clear.
Marigold seeds that have been exLunt, a UNM theater arts major,
posed to a certain amount of radiais
a damn-near perfect adolescent.
tion thrive at an accelerated rate,
You
couldrt 't guess her age unless
while those which have been exyou
knew
better.
posed to greater or lesser amounts
As
Tillie's
mother, Baksa paints a
either wither away or progress norof
a
defeated woman who
picture
mally.
chases
fragments
of broken dreams
The radiation's effect on the marl·
so
she
won't
lose
what
little is left of
golds is a metaphor for the play's
her
self-respect.
protagonist, Tillie Hunsdorfer, a
Tragically, her madness protects
prodigy who has been exposed to
She remembers herself in her
her.
large doses of madness and manages
high
school days as being popular
all her life to keep her dreams
and
pretty,
she blames her demise on
prospering.
the fact that she married the wrong
Tillie is a misfit, ostracized by her
schoolmates because of her ratt)i man.
hair, attire and affinity for knowThe course of events, however,
ledge. She must deal with a mother reveals that during her school days
(Paula Baksa) whose neurosis is she was tagged "Betty the Loon."
complicated, if not perpetuated, by After this, all her stories lose credence.
alcoholism.
Sheny Thompson also deserves
Tillie's sister, Ruth. (Sherry
Thompson), though sporadically the mention for her performance as
most sane and realistic member of Ruth. The undercurrents of a trouthe Hunsdorfer family, is a convul- bled psyche .are always apparent
sive with her own history of mental through her "normal" facade.
illness.
The Effect of Gamma Rays 011
To escape the horrors of reality, Man-ln-The-Mooil Marigolds will
Tillie keeps her head in the clouds run weekends through June at the
and wonders about existence, nature Vortex.

81/tht Spirit, Noel Coward's comedy featuring
internationally ~cl;'laimed film and ·staa,e al;'tress
Madeline Kahn, wilt be the opening production
of the Santa Fe Festival Theater's 1983 season.
The show rons June Z7-July 16. The Festival
Theater perform as at the Armory for the Atts,
lOS!l Old Pecos Trail in Santa Fe. More ticket
_.Information is available al-the- Festival Theater
Box Offlce at 983~9400 ·or by writing Tldcts,

The Festival

Theater~

P,Q, BOx DO, Santa Fe,

N.M.,87502.
Bodar De Santrt~ Federico Garcia Loren's !I tory
of two families Involved in _an ancient feud, i&
being presented at by La Campania at 8 p.m.
Friday and Saturday, 3 p.m. Sunday thrQugh
June 26 at Nuestro Teatro, Tickets are $4 rn
ad\rance, _$4.50 arid .the door and available at the
Teatro's ·BoK Office,
Callfomla Su/lr,a comedy by Nell Simon, is
being pre5en~d at the Barn Dinner Theater
through June 19, TiCkels are $15.50 Sunday.
Thursday, SJ6.SO Friday and $17.50 Saturday,
The Ba:rn•s doors open at 6 p.m. Monday.
Saturday,.4 p.m. Sunday.

The.Eflor:t of Gamma Rays on Man In thl Moim
MtU/to/ds, a Pulitzer Prlze.wlnnlns play by Paul
Zindel, fs being presented at the Vonex Theater
at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday, 2:30p.m. Sunday
through June 26. Reservations are -available by
caiiiRB !he Vortex at247-8600.
I doll dol, a musical comedy based on the book
by Jan Bcllartog, begins Wednesday af the Barn
Dinner Theater. Tickets are SJS.SO Sunday.
Thursday, SJMD Friday and $17.50 Saturday.
Tile Barn's doors open ·It 6 p.m. Monday:Saturday,4 p.m. Sunday.
Uttlt Jo wU1 be presented as a tribUte to UNM's

first dean of music, 140. Robb, by the
Albuquerque Opera Theater at 8:15 p.m. June
11. Tickets are .SIO ror students, SIS .ror Jht
general public _and are available by calling the

Theater at 298-0881.
Slnplnt Beauty will be presented by the

Albuquerque Little Theater July H, 16, 17, 22,
23, and 24. Tickets are $6 tor adults, -$3 for
children J2 and Linder. More infonnitiori and
tickets are available by calling 242-4750.
Studmt ·Prince, a romantic. opeietta .b)l' Dorothy
DonneUy· 1U1d Sigmund Romberg, wiU. be.
presented by the Albuquerque Civic Light Opera
June 17·19 and 24-26 at Popejoy Hall. Ticket
information and reservations are available from
ACLOA at 345·6577.

The Arts In Parka Series Will reature con~erts at
R<JOsevelt Park June 19: Alma. ja.u., from 2:05·
3:05; Ron Pojodexter. pop vocalist, from 3:20·
J:SD; Jim Almand and Friends, jau., from 4:05·
4:3Si Juniper, folk music, rram4:SO-S~50.
The Efghth Annual The Nnv Me11)co Jazz
Workfthop Summer Sunday Jan Series• first
show will (;)e Sunday from 2 to 7 p.m. at the Ball
Park in Madrid. Featured bands lnelude Savanl,
the D_pb Lab Quartet, Srnokin' Section and the
Martian Funk Ensemble; Admission charge is
$4.50 for adults, 52.50 for children.

A l'lock of Srogulls/The Flu will be atlhe Civic
Auditorium July 2. Tickets arc SIO.JO and ore
available-at Giant. Ticket Oulets.
Dav~d Crisman will be Jn Sant~ Fe at the Paolo
Soleri June 25. Tickets are $8,60 and are
available B! Giant Ticket Outlets.

Iron Malden/Snon!Futway will be at Tingley
Colesium· July 13. Tickets are $11.10 and arc:
available at. Giant Ticket Outlets.
Joumty/Bryan Adam• will be at Tingley
Colesfum_July 23. Tickels are Sl4 and so on sale
Junt: 25 at Giant Ticket Outlets.

Kenny Louin• wUI be In Santa Fe at the Paolo
Soleri July 12. Ticket.< are $15.60 and are
available at Giant Ticket Outlets.
The MaaJc: or Music, a concert seared toward
children, will be pre$entcd by the New Mexico
Symphony Orchesrra and speclaJ guest maslclan
Michael Anthony at 2 and 3:3Q p;m. July 16 at
the KiM(». Tlckeu- are $2.50 and are available at
the NMSO Box Office, Popejoy Hall Box OfOce,
Bob Farley Music Cc:nt_er, White Oak Bookshop
'
theFriendshfpForceorat the door,
Pet MltbiDY will be in Santa Pe at the Paolo
Soleri July 20. _Tickeu are $12,85 and are
avallableatOiant Tlcl<et Qullct.<.

The Phllb1tUJ will be In the SUB Ballroom
Friday at7 p.m. Tickets areSJ.lO for the general
·pubUc,.$3 for.srudent!l,
D,a,Jd Slivcrman will be at the KIMo Theater
June 26. TicketS are $5.60 and are available. at
.Oiari!Tieket Outlets.
·
DOC: illd-Mei'le W-Ilson w_iU be~t the Line Camp
June 23. Tickets are$7.60 and arc available at
Giant Ticket Outlets.
Honk WUJiomsJr. will be •t !he Ooldenlnn J~he
J9. Tlclceis are 510.60 and are llVaifabfe lit Giant
Ticket Outlets,

A M D is hiring!
You' II find fuH-time career opportunities at Advanced Micro
Devices, the company for engineering.

Excitemenft
This Is yoot chance to Join the company thafs on the leading edge of every critical
technology In the semiconductor Industry;
With your BS, Ms or PhD In Electrical Engineering, Solid State Physics, Materials
Science, or Computer Science, you'll find au the technological excitement
your career can handle at AMD..And the rewards. We just passed $350 million In sales,
and out sights are set on breaking new records.

•

***ALL FOR ONLY $20 PER PERSON***
CLASSROOM SESSION: Thursday july 7, 1983
7·10pm at BACKWOODS
6307.Mehaul Blvd., N.E. Albuquerque
FIElD StSSION: Saturday july 9, 1983
Bam-12 noon at JUAN TABO picnic grounds in the
Sandia Mountains
INSTRUCTOR: RICK GOODMAN, Nationally recognized Search
and Rescue course instructor and President of the National E.L.T.
. .Location Team.

*Please

r

AMD chose the wave as Its symbol to show the excitement of the world's fastest
growing IC company. If you crave that kind of excitement, join us and catch
the wave. Send your resume to Barbara Toothman, College Relations Manager,
Advanced Micro Devices, Dept. UNM-69, 901 Thompson
Place, Sunnyvale, California 94088, or call In
California (408) 749-4138; outside
California (800) 538-8450, ext.
4138. Equal opportunity
employer m/f/h.
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Sports

Sports
Bike Worthy Mode of Transportation
Uy Jim Barrett
With the advent of summer comes
the ideal weather for bicycling and
bike shop entrepreneurs. One can
walk into a cycling shop and expect
to see a wide variety of enthusiasts,
from youngsters getting their first
set of wheels to professionals updating their wares with the latest in
technology and fashion.

Viewpoint
Scenes like this arc evidence that
bicycfing has grown in popularity
over the past I 0 to 15 years.
"It is all part of the health craze,"
says Bill Harris, owner of Campus
Bicycle and Moped.
Harris says the reason for bicycling's popularity is that riders find it
an enjoyable form of exercise.
Dan Daspar, a bicycle mechanic
at Strings and Spokes, says some

bicyclists perceive the sport to be in
many ways a moral or political statement against certain social practices
and customs. Daspar says, for example, he enjoys the challenge of
not being dependent upon the internal combustion engine.
Bicyclists on the whole, he says,
experience the environment m!lCh
more and derive satisfaction from
knowing they are not polluting.
Bicyclists are active participants and
not just passive spectators, he says,
They can sense the temperature,
smell the odors and feel the wind that
is generated by the body,
Walter Joseph, an employee at
Sandia Laboratories, is a daily commuter. In addition to a small number
of regular commuters like himself,
there are 500-1,000 seasonal bicycle
commuters at Sandia, he says.
Bicycling is invigorating and "it
beats having a cup of coffee in the
morning," Joseph says. "I also

-

New Leisure Ar·ray
Due to the growing number
and vast array of services it
offers, the University of New
Mexico Intramural/Campus Recreation Program last week
changed its title to the UNM Leisure Services Program.
Fred Perez, director of the
program, said, "The reason for
this title change can be contributed to the expanded number of'
non-competitive activities which
our program now offers to UNM
students, faculty and staff, and

members of the university community.
Perez said that changing the
program's name will enable participants to better identify the
program with the services provided, and will emphasize both
the competitive and noncompetitive activities equally.
"The change in title will in no
way affect the services offered by
our program. We plan on still
providing meaningful leisure and
recreational activities," he 'said.

avoid traffic congestion."
Joseph recently returned from a
touros southern France, He covered
843 miles in. six weeks and was very
impressed with the consideration the
French people give cyclists.
"The confrontation between
motorist and bicyclist is one of respect,'' Joseph says. ''They (French
motorist) beep their horns once and
wait until there is enough room to
pass."

problem, acxcording to University
ofNew Mexico Campus Police Captain Roybal.
In May, 26 bicycle thefts were
reported on the UNM campus,
Roybal says.
He suggests .students register their
bikes with the department's registration program. This enables campus,
city and state police to identify
stolen bikes, with the aid of a computer.

Joseph is a member of the New
Mexico Wheelman's Association
which, along with the New Mexico
Touring Society, sponsors tours of
the Albuquerque area,

Furthermore, Roybal says students should park their bikes in a
well-lighted, heav.ily trafficked
location and invest in a secure lock.

Both organizations welcome new
members and strongly encourage
people to pedal. Recently, the
NMWA conducted a tour of the. Rio
Grande Valley in which I ,000 riders
participated.

A distinction that was brought to
my attention was that between biking as a sport and as recreation/hobby. The consensus appears to be that
the. sportsman would be a racer,
similar to the olympic bike racing.

The majority of bicyclists are college students, but the. university environment also has a significant theft

But most bicyclists see themselves as enjoyment seekers, ironically, out to relax while exercising,

Biker Gogulski Blows By Scherer, Wins State Title

Racer Fined
For Improper
Behavior

By Kelly Clark

BLOOMFIELD HILLS,
Mich. (UPI) - Race car owner
Roger Penske was fined $1 ,000
Wednesday by Championship
Auto Racing Teams for "imprope~ conduct during post-race
technical inspections" following
Sunday's Rex Mays 150 at Milwaukee.
Albuquerque's AI Unser Sr.,
who drives for Penske, was declared the winner after Tom Sneva was disqualified for improper
height of his car's side skirts,
Dennis Swan, chief mechanic
for Team Shierson, was docked
$100 beca!lse a tire fell off Howdy Holmes' car during practice;
Darrell Soppe chief mechanic for
the Newman-haas team, was
fined $75 for having too many
men over the wall during a pit
stop·

Trails Vital Link for Bicyclists
By Jim

Wi~sen

If bicycling on Albuquerque's
smog-filled streets and challenging
automobiles for the right-of-way
drives you mad, try a bicycle trail.
Albuquerque has three bike trails
which spiral through neighborhoods
and along arroyos.
The most popular bike trail is the
Pasco Del Nordeste, a six-mile trail
linking the. Northeast Heights with
the University of New Mexico.
Walter Joseph, an employee at

Sandia Base and member of the New
Mexico Wheelman's Association,
says Nordeste is the city's best bike
path because it is relatively flat and
almost without interruption.
Pasco De Las Montanas, a new
trail, has been completed. The trail
extends from Pennsylvania Avenue,
just south of the Winrock entrance,
to Tramway Road.
Joseph says the new trail is not as
good as the Pasco Del Bosque, the
city's oldest trail, because it dips
through arroyos, slowing bikers.

!liiiiiiiiiTel evi s ion Com me ri ci alsiiiiiiiiill
Can cost more than$1 00,000 per minute. An advertisement
in the New Mexico Daily Lobo is your best investment and
bargain. The Daily Lobo has a summer circulation of 8,000
while the University of New Mexico has a summer enrollment
of more than 7,000 students and a full-time staff of 4,759 ..

Sandia Base employees will probably be using the trail most often, he
says.
The trail will open officially
Saturday at 10:30 a.m. with a dedication ceremony at Llynnewood
Park.
Plans are completed for yet
another bike path and will be implemented if the City Council includes it in the October bond elections, says Janet Saiers of the Parks
and Recreation Department.
The proposed trail would begin
near Comanche and Interstate 25,
connecting cyclists to the city's
northern industrial section, Saicrs
says.
She says the trail is needed because the congestion in that area of
town is unsafe for bicycling commuters.

Summer Schedule for Remaining Issues
The Daily Lobo is published each Thursday
Issue

Display Ad Deadline

June 23
June 30
July 7
July 14
July 21
July 28

June 21
June 28
July 5
July 12
July 19
July 26

Annual Mail-Out Edition: The July 28 issue of the Daily
Lobo wiU be mailed to the home addresses of all new Freshmen and all students transferring to UNM from other colleges
and universities. All advertising rates are doubled for 'this
issue to cover mailing costs and the increased print run.

Avoid the high cost of television commercials byadver·
tising in the Daily Lobo. Call 277·5656 or drop by 131
Marron Hall.
·

Forl,286

to look gooa,
trust Pearle.
What makes ourframe.collecflon so
special isn't the number of choices. Irs the
number of good choices. .
But the best frarne Is the frame that looks
best on you. And thafs what our optician Is
trained to help you find
·
Because we're out to eam your trust.

PEARLE
Vts1on cente,.
A SEARLE COMPANV

Nobody cares for eyes more than Pearle.
'Eddie Tafoya, Account Executive
Emily Jacksoh, Summer 8usiness Manager

West Central Plaza.
· 4410A Central Ave.

Sun Square Shopping Center
'i210A Menaail BlVd. N.E.
883·0077
.

Gogulski gained a seven-minute
lead over second place rider Jeff
Scherer to qualify for the National
Bike Racing Championships, scheduled for late July in San Diego.
The state championship races,
sanctioned by the United States
Cycling Federation, inclUded seven
categories of riders and began threequarters a mile west of Tres Piedras
on state Route 64,
Race dis.tances ranged from 12 to
95 miles, with Midgets the
youngest cyclists riding 12
miles and Senior Women, Veterans

s.w.

831·5326

and away from the 13-man pack,
The four were working to make
up for lost time, when Legacy had a
flat tire and dropped from the race,
Gogulski, Baldwin, and Frye
were caught ai the 47 -mile turnaround point by a group consisting of
Jim Bilski, Paul Terry, Mike
McGrath and Steve Gomez. At this
point, the average speed of(he pack
was estimated at 17 mph.
Gogulski pulled away on the first
hill after the turnaround point in pursuit of Fritz and Scherer. He caught
up with them five miles later, halfway up the second hill. Neither Fritz
nor Scherer had a chance to jump on
Gogulski' s draft as his rhythmic cadence and pounding pedal style carried him into the lead.
At the SO-mile mark, Gogulski
had collected four minutes on Scherer and seven minutes on the pack.

Climbing the last five-mile grade
near the finish, Gogulski was wobbling a bit and his pedaling action
had slowed noticeably.
When later asked what he was
thinking about at that point, he said,
"I bonked (ran out of blood sugar)
on that last hill."
Gogulski's turnaround time was
2:50, while his return time was I :45,
an average of 22 mph. He gained
seven minutes on second place
Scherer 11nd ten minutes on third
place Baldwin to finish the race in
4:35.
In other category races, Beth
Soybel beat five Senior women with
a time of 2:49, followed by Jackie
Snyder at 2:53 and Melissa Moore at
2:58.
The three were in a breakaway
w!Jen Soybel made a surprise attack
on a downhill, took advantage of her
position and cranked uphill.

Junior Mike Goodwin, who qualified forthe National Sports Festival
in Colorado Springs earlier this
year, won his race easily in 2:35,
followed by John Castillo and Jim
Roache with 2:50.
In the Veteran's categories, Bruce
Gavett won his race in 3:00. The
Veterans 35-45 was won by Ralph
Gayewski in 2:34, while in the 45.
and older Master's category, Jim
Co~twon with a 2:41 finishing time.
Midget category rider Noah Kaufman beat Peter Connelly in 50:13.
Thi~ weekend the Strings and
Spokes/Steamatic team is sponsoring a two-day stage race which includes a 27-mile hill climb Saturday
and a criterium (short lap-style race)
Sunday.
The hillclimb will begin at Westem Skies and go to Sandia Crest, and
the criterium will take place in the
downtown area.

Seve Ballesteros Considered Favorite In U.S. Open
OAKMONT, Pa. (UPI)When Tom Watson, Johnny Miller
or Arnold Palmer talk about U.S.
Opens or Oakmont Country Club,
people listen.
And what those three Wl!re saying
Tuesday was that they like Seve Ballesteros' chances of winning the
83rd Open, which begins on the
6,972-yard Oakmont course today.
Oh, they're not counting themselves - or a couple dozen other
members of the 156-man fieldout. It's just that every time they

talked about one of the skills necessary to win an Open at Oakmont, the
young Spaniard Who won this year's
Masters and last week's Westchester
Classic came out at or near the top.
"He's one of the top one or two or
three players in the world in my
opinion," said Watson, the defending Open champion but a golfer. cur·
rently struggling to get out of a
slump. "He has tremendous skill.
He hits the ball long. He has a deft
touch. And to win the U.S. Open,
you have to hit the ball straight. Seve
isaboutreadyto win a U.S. Open."

At an earlier news briefing Tuesday, Miller, the man who shot an
8-under-par 63 at Oakmont in 1973
to win the Open had waxed even
more poetic about Ballesteros.
••Seve Ballesteros right now is the
best player in the world," Miller
said, "I think Seve, once Jack
(Nicklaus) goes out, will be the best
player for the next few years ••. he's
one of those guys who comes along
every 10 years to fill a void on the
tour."
Palmer, a Latrobe, Pa., native,

Connors Eag_er For Wimbledon;
Defends Title Against Unknown
NEW YORK (UPI) -Jimmy
Connors will be gunning for his third
Wimbledon singles title when the
tournament begins Monday and 30·
year-old Connors is impatient to
open play against unknown South
African Eddie Edwards.
"I would like very much to win
Wimbledon three times," said Connors by telephone hookup from London, "I'm eager to play and I can't
wait to start. I've never played a
match against Edwards and I don't
know too much about him."
Connors comes off a straight-set·
triumph over John McEnroe in the
finals of a London tournament last
week and says he has lost little off
the game that dominated men's tennis almost a decade ago.
"I can do just about everything I
used to, except it takes a lot more
hard work," says Connors, .ranked
No. 4 on the Volvo Grand Prix point
standings.

Meetings Slated
For lntramurals

different~

4300 central Ave. S.E.
268·2008

Todd Gogulski, New Mexico's
bicycling time trial champion, demonstrated his ability as a hill climber this past weekend on a 95-mi!e
state championship road course near
Tres Piedras.

and Juniors racing 54 miles. The
Senior Men rode 95 miles over
mountainous and sometimes snowy
terrain.
A strong west wind kept the
Senior Men's pack of 19 riders
together fo; the first few miles, until
Jeff Scherer of Farmington and D.
Fritz of Alamogordo broke awl!y.
The two were hindered by strong
headwinds, while a constantly
changing lead corps of cyclists created an advantageous slipstream
effect (called a draft) for the riders in
the pack.
The first major break in the pack
occurred near the summit of a long
hill about 25 miles into the race,
Four riders- Todd Gogulski,
Shane Legacy, and John Frye from
the Strings and Spokes/Steamatic
team, and Rich Baldwin from the
Centurion team - "cranked"
(stood on their pedals) up the grade

The University of New Mexico
Leisure ServiCe Program will be
offering a total of .six intramural
sports activities this summer for
UNM students, faculty and staff.
The list ·Of activities offered this
surnrner and dates when participants
must attend the mandatory manager/
participant meeting are given below.
a Tennis singles Wednesday,
June 22.
a Co-ree volieyball Wednesday,
June 29.
a Co-ree mushbali Wednesday,
June 29.
a Racquetball singles Wednesday, July 6.
tr7 Co-ree tennis Wednesday • July
13.
All manager/participant meetings
will be held at noon in room 230 of
Johnson Gymnasium.
Interested participants with questions should call or come by the in•
tramural office located in room 230
or phone 277·515 I.

Oakmont member and the 1960
Open champion, softened his praise
a little.
"Seve could play this entire golf
course with a !-iron onto the fairway
off the tee, with the exception of the
par-S holes, where he might go. with
a driver," Palmer said. "Using
those clubs would give him a great
advantage here."
Miller pointed to Ballesteros'
calm nerve, saying he is better
equipped than most to fall victim to
an Open "choke."

He said Ballesteros is so calm that
he can go into the final round of a
tourney as the leader, put a tee in his
hand and stack two golf balls atop it.
"Seve," Miller scid, "is a very
special person."
Watson said on a scale of one to
10, his own chances "are a six, but
improving ....
Palmer said of himself, "I'm
playing well enough. If my putting
is working, l could do pretty well.
But if things aren't going well on the
greens, I won't."

THE ASUNM DUPLICATING CENTER

"As far as facing more pressure
this year as defending champ, I've
been on both sides of the fence in my
career. I've played very well in the
past when I was expected to win. As
a matter of fact, 1 feel less pressure
nowthan 1 used to early in my career,
because i've accomplished so much
already."
Connors, the top seed at Wimbledon, is after his 99th official career
tirle. A 1983 Wimbledon crown
would give him his eighth Grand
Slam tournament victory.
"Both Wimbledon and the U.S.
Open mean a lot to me," he Said,
''but there's a different atmosphere
at Wimbledon than I'm used to. In
New York, I enjoy playing before
the animalistic crowd."

I.S OPEN FOR YOU THIS S UMMER!I
• REASONABLE

'PRIC~S

•

• PROFESSIONAL QUALITY •
• FAST SERVICE •
• TYPING SERVICES

&RENTALS •

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL 277·5031

ASUNM
DUPLICATINC CENTER

Wrangler

Levi's
501'5

N.E. CORNER S.U.B.
BASEMENT

Pa~onia

Software

Cords

Zeppelin

Shrink To Fit

Bootcut
Fashion Jeans

Fashion Jeans

$16.99
65% Cotton I 35% Nylon

NOW OPEN
Sundays 11·4

lobo
men's
shop
2120 Central SE
243-6954

•

Hidden F~atures: On·seam side p.:x:ke!s,
tear pocket, nylon inner brief
Colors: Na•y, Royal Blue, Ri!d, Yellow
Sites: 28"•40" waist. even only
Weight: 5 oz (142 g)

$23 60

& RIVERS
2320 CENTRAL S.E. ~,.,
26$-4876, Mon•Frl10-6, Sel

•
_.._lllo.c
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SPEAKERS: PIONEER ALPIIA 6000. Were $300
new, now $ISO (or best offer). Call Mike Noble (H)
299-1397, (W) 843-2111 beeper 680.
6116
AUSTRO-DAIMLER 10-SPD men's 25W' frame.
Excellent condition. Accessories, $275, 268·1815.
6/16
FOR SALE: QUEEN-size foam mattress $40, Queen.·
size bed b!>liSSO, Half-length mirror$10. 344-8810.
6/16
VISCOUNT BIKE: SEVEN years old, New buttom
bracket, peddles, seat post. $150 (or best offer). Cai1
Mike Noble (H) 299-1397, (W) 843·2111 be-,per 680,
6/16
IOOfo DISCOUNT TO UNM students. Treasures 'N
Pleasures, New and excellent used furniture. 1517
Eubank NE ncar Constitution. Visa/Mastercard; 30day layaway, M·F 9:30-5:30, Sat 9:30-l:OO.
7/14
WATERBED QUEEN, EXCELLENT condition,
$100. 255-1878 evenings after 6-19·83.
6/16
1979 TRIUMPH SPl'fFIRE. Headers, rollbar, Conti
7331 lires, new paint, new top, 35000 miles, $4500,
Ca11Mark268-147S.
6/23
DISCOUNT BICYCLE PARTS, repairs, overhauls,
wheel building. Personal service, Cost - plus
Frameus, European/Japanese professional parts. Bill
Hart 255·7696.
7/28
TWO H.P. PUCH, Moped- Men's, fancy brand
new, will deliver. $400. Caii7S3-7422Espano1a. 6/16

tations, term papers, re1umes graphics. 831-3181,
7/28

8/15
TYPING Sl.SO/PAGE. 293-4892.
GUITAR LESSONS, ALL styles. 22 ;.oears teaching.
7/28
J otm Mitchell 268·0496.
TJIF..'ll'.'i, IJISSERT...TIONS, MANUSCRIPTS
typed on word processor. Standby Office Support
821-2038.
7/28
TilE CERVICAL CAP is a barrier method of birth
control. While being studied by the FDA, the cap is.
available locally through the New Me1dco Women's
Self-Help Group, 242-2402.
7/28
ACCUitATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right T!> Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
CONTACI'S·POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west !>fW ashington.
tfn
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS, Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.E., across from LaBeJles,
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling, Phone 247·
9819.
tfn

--------------1. Personals
YIPPF.IEEJ<:Et
WHOOPF.IF.IF.IEI
CONGitATUI,ATIONSJohn, W/love,Jennl. 6/16
WJIO KNOWS WIIAT weird things are in the
6/16
shadows of the mind? The Night Owl knows,
PI,ACE YOUR PF.IRSONAI, message to friends,
family, etc. in the classlfieds. Only 17 cents per word
per day for four Issues or Jess, 12 cents per word per
day for five or mare consecutive Issues. 131 Marron
Hall. Summer deadline: Every Wednesday at I p.m.
tfn

4. Housing

6. Employment

SUMMEU SUBLET: JULY, August. Furnished
effiency, quiet, off Roosevelt. Park, $150/mo.
Negotiable. 242-65 IS.
6/16
t'UEE UTILITIES. TWO-bedroom apt. Two blocks
from campus. 268-5221 evenings,
6/16
t'EMAI.E ROOMMATE WANTED to share twobedroom apartment in NE area. Prefef grad student
or professional. $230 piU$ VI utilities, Call 296·5724,
CLAIM YOU It LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
6/16
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn
TIIUEE DORMS, SPACIOUS, two blocks from
campus. no kids/pets. $400 plus utilities. 884-7338.
6/16
SUM!',1ER SPECIAl.: ONE-bedroom $230. Studio,
furnished, Utilities paid $200. 1218 Copper NE. 842·
JAZZ IMPROVISA'fiON CLASSt;s: Four two-hour
6170.
6/30
sessions With live rhythm section. Starts July IJ, $40
fee. Instructors: John Truitt and Dan Dowling,
FOU RENT: EFHCIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
Phone John Truitt MusicStudio2fi6.8500.
7/14
N.E., $210/mo., for one person, $230/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, SI SO security deposit. Fully
MARC'S GUITAU CENn:n is n highly co;~mpetent
group of dedicated guitar instructors. We specialize In - fnrnished-sccurlty Jocks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
hclpmg you to ~ound like your favorite artists and In
tfn
evening, 266·8392.
hcing creative with their techniques. 143 Harvard SE.
265·331 ~6/30 TilE CITAOEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
1llTOIIING IN fRESHMAN or upper division
or efficiency, $240 to $320. All utilities palci. Deluxe
English and editing by nn English instructor. 243·
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
501g or277·6438, Roland.
7/14
rcom, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
EXI'EIUENCEIJ HANDYMAN SEUVICE, House,
no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
couples,
6123
yard, auto. Free estimates. 294-5326.
TYPING ....1' AI'ERS, RF.'iUMES, ell~. Call873·2257
9a.m.to2p.m.
7/21
UEI'AIRS FOR ALL bikes, All problems. Fa!t
OXFORI> EI>ITION DICflONARY. Compact
service. Discounts. 255-7696.
7/28
6/30
edition. $30, Caii247-890S,
TYI'IST ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242-3093.
6/30
SUMMEU MATti WORKSHOPS: Arithmetic, prealgebra, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, precalculus, Tuesdays or Thursdays 10 a.m.-12 noon,
Limited to seven students. Phone Dr. Abruzzo 292·
717
2971.
I DO OAYCARE in my home. Three children
maximum. Cali2S5-9S67. NearUNM.
7/14
OVERWEIGHT? NEED OVERWEIGHT people for
an all natural program (Hcrbalife). 2SS-9866.
717
MATII
TUTORING-IMPROVEMENT
guaranteed! Algebra, trig, calculus, differential
equations, probability. 836-2407 evenings.
6/23
SEilENDIPITV DAY SCHOOL presents Childrcns'
Film Festival June I I through August 6, UNM
theater. Season ticket 512. Door admission $2.
7/28
Information, cali25S-7336.
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, disser-

NEED A JOB? Hogares Group Homes Is in·

2. Lost & Found

:

Advertise in the
·Daily Lobo

WHITEWATER ltAFTING ON Rio Grande and Rio
Chama by Wlldwater Rafting, Inc. Trips start at$25.
266-9721.
6/16
ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride needs
in the Daily Lobo.
tfn

SALE
copies

•

2312 central S.E.
255·9673

Godfather's Pizza Combo- it's been
imitated, counterfeited, forged and faked,
but's it's never been duplicated.
Pounds of gunk on a ·gorgeous crust,
guaranteed to devastate your appetite.
So what's holdin' ya'?
·

Godfather~
PizZa ..
UNM toC:otton
106 Buena Vleta, SE 247-9591
(Bdtlnd 31 Flovora on C.nlrol)

5so6 Ceatnl, SW

1700 Meut1J Blvd. NE
IUS c-lelul8, NW
NE
5500

t
t

-tc

Curly-Q Fries

iC
iC
iC

10% Student Discount
(With V811d UNM ID)

Cut Fresh Dally

*Jt

Try our great Lobo Burger; watch for our
Specials, and don't forget the
Best Pizza in Town!

Jt

t •• i":;:.:~~\~~~~-·· •*
fl
'

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1504 Central SE
jack's Lounge
(5 blks. west of UNM)
and
Restaurant Carry-out orders 242-7490
Come to the New Jack,s Lounge
New Chef... New Luncheon Menu

Chicago Style Hot Dogs

Daily except Sunday ll:OOa.m. • !O:OOp.m.

RAFTING

Tailor-made TriPs for
and Individuals
WILDWATER RAmNG, Inc.
W.9H1- ...

TH~

LtTEIIAIIY FINE

AIITS

MAGAZ:INE

01'

THE

liNIVERSITY

01'

NIW

IUXICO

~ps

~
oR
THE NEW BIKE SHOP IN TOWN
INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL
10 Speed tune-up StJ overhaul Uf
guaranteed used blkei .: moped and scooter service

1914 Brwdway N.E.

Harry's Place

Waffles

Served All Day!

90¢
second serving 55¢
Served with
bUHer and syrup

ASK FOR IT
CONCEfiTIONS
SOUTHWEST • CONCEPTIONS
SOUTHWEST
•
SOU
UNM BOOKSTORE e AMAPOLA GALLERY • PINON TREE GALLERY
• MARIPOSA GALLERY • KOKOPEht GALLERY • GALLERY OF THE
DAWN • SALT OF THE EARTH BOOKSTORE • FULL CIRCLE
BOOKS • LIVING BATCH BOOKSTORE • CASA DE
COLORES • YUCCA GALLERY • GALLERY DEl SOL • EMERALD
MOONVINTAGE CLOTHING • LOS LLANOS BOOKS IN SANTA
FE • WEYRICH
GALLERY • NICHOLAS POTTER
BOOKSELLER • FIRST EDITION • 21 sl CENTURY FOX • THE VILLAGRA BOOKSHOP • MUSEUM OF NEW MEXICO e SCHARF
GALLERIES • LINDA DURHAM GALLERY• ALL IN SANTA
FE • CRAZY HORSE GALLERY • HIPPO ICE CREAM • THE ARTISAN/
SANTA FE • AND SOHO ZAT IN NEW YORK, NEW YORK • THE
FRAMERY • ASA GALLERY • AND 131 MARRON HALL ON THE UNM
C

A

M

P

U

s

•

IT'S EXP!:NSiVE e ARTISTIC • LITERATE • YOURS •
MINE •AVAILABLE TO ONt AND ALL • BUY IT NOW •
CONCEPTIONS
SOUTHWEST • CONCEPTIONS
SOUTHW!:ST
•
SOU

BUY IT

B~:eakfast

Served
All Day!
OOIUII MiN

dO

AJ.IIIIiiAtNn

liiiJ.

1136-010
299-6666
345-1561
111·7261

-tc.

**************~**..

Hot Dogery

SQUARE DANCE THURSDAY 7-9 p.m. on the
Mallin front of library, Beginners welcome. 50 cents.
6/23
MADRID SUMMER JAU Series this Sunday, June
19. Featuring Savant, Bob Lah Quartet, Smoking
Section, and the Martian Funk Ensemble. At the
6/16
ballpark, Madrid, New Mexico. ·
CLUB? MEETING? EVEN'J.'? Advertise in Las
Noticias. Only 10 per word p:r day for UNM
organizations.
tfn

7. Travel

..*****************
.-tc:SMALL ADS AREt

t

9. Las N oticias

SELF SERVE

5. ForSale

SEEN

SPECIAL TURKISH APRICOTS, Whole, pitted
and dried. Now $4.95 pound at the Mixed Bag, 2210
Central SE. Across from UNM.
6/16
CEL'S PIZZA Ill Sjll!cial - A slice of pepperoni
pizza, salad and soda for $1.65, Als11, two slices or
pepperoni pizza and soda for $1,69.
6/16
SERENDIPITY DAY SCHO()L presents Chlldr'ens'
FUm Festival June II through August 6, UNM
theater. season ticket $12, Door admission $2.
7/28
Information, call255-7336.
VISA/MASTERCARD OBTAINED easily nowl
Also receive new credit card immediately! No one
refused. Charge clothes 11ousehold items, etc. Call
today. 602-966-0090 ext. 0924.
6/23
ADVERTISE IN THE Daily Lobo, Come to 131
Marron Hall.
tfn

SUNDAY NOON ·5

3. Services

t

8. Miscellaneous

!erviewing for substitules, Must be over 21, Gain
experience working with teenagers. Call Carol
Bickelm~n345-~471.
·
6/30
WORK ~ND TltAVEL free ... Cruiseshlps and
airlines need nelp, all occupations. For information,
caii60M98-0575 ext, !124,
717
W~NTED: STUDENTS TO help with W!lrkshop py
playing role of "trauma victim," June 25 morning.
$6/hour. Contact J, Dax 843-2111 pager631.
6/16
BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC, DEDICATED,
graduate or undergraduate math, biology, English,
chemistry, physics, engineering and computer-science
tutors. Must be work-study cleared or eligible for
summer '83. Contact Bea at UNM Upward Bound
Program 277·3506, 2013 Mesa Vista Hall.
6/16
PART-TIME JOB 11fternoons and evenings. Must be
21 year~ old, Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply In person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Store at 5516 Menaul NE.
6/23
HEBREW TEACHERS, PART·time after school
and Sundays, Reform Jewish synagogue beginning
September. Call243·3533,
6/23

•o

JNIZYDYill

UYY

lliit••AVYiiUI1

JIIJ.

~

ACROSS
1 Flat hills
6 Luster
11 SuffiX with
resident
14 Taw
15 Radioactive
gas
16 Rolled tea
17 Pier
projection
18 Cilia
20 Stron!fsnuff
22 Analyze
23 Dagger: Var.
25 Within: Pref.
28 Cortex
29 Thing: Law
30 Rankles
32 Whilst
34 Came forth
39 Height
42 Yugoslav
43 Emotional
strains
45 Ogre
46 Medical men
49 Prosecute
50 Auctioned
54 Coated metal
55 Elk's kin
56 Grovel

58 Star-shaped
60 Total amount
63 Ammonia
compound
66 Loiter
67 Disprove
68 Bracer
69 Unlimited
70 Rains hard
71 Displeasure
DOWN
1 Parents:
Informal
2 Alter 3 Sexton
4 Mainstay
5 Exude
6 Links areas
7 Tot's outfit
8 Verse
9 Sun god
10 Fastener
11 Hematite
12 The ones
here
13 Canvas stand
19 Weaken
21 Dessert
23 Coating
24 French
Income
26 German river

FRIDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

27 Asian sea
30 watery

50 Milan's La

31 Upstagers
33 Possessive
35 ''Hail!"
36 Raising naps
37 Result
38 Dissuade
40 Plant part
41 Noun ending
44 Bed of rock
47 Beginnings
48 Treat flax

51 Instrument
52: Long-limbed
53 Ger. article
55 Friend of
legend
57 Cocky
59 Pro61 Equine order ·
62 Actor Vigoda
64 Born
65 Mlsdo

